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With the rapid development of artificial intelligence-related technologies, especially the use of big data, an intelligent world is coming. In the era of intelligence, the traditional trading teaching work model is no longer adaptable. If it wants to survive the new wave of technological development, it must carry out a self-revolution in science and technology. This article aims to study the improvement and optimization of the current college education curriculum system by artificial intelligence equipment under the use of big data technology. To this end, this paper proposes a clustering algorithm for data analysis. Through the improvement of the clustering algorithm and using it in the reform of the education system of colleges and universities, the relevant education data is calculated with high performance and fed back to the teacher to improve the teaching method. At the same time, experiments are designed to analyze the performance of the algorithm and the feasibility of the teaching mode. The experimental analysis results in this paper show that the improved data analysis clustering algorithm has improved the data analysis ability in the teaching process by 37%, and the use of big data has increased the teaching quality score of colleges and universities by nearly 1 point. It can well promote the popularization of education informatization in the country and the improvement of teaching quality.

1. Introduction

In today’s world, big data has penetrated all aspects of human society, not only changing people’s ways of thinking, working, and lifestyles but also changing society’s productivity and production relations, and it has also become the future “new oil”, “new gold mine”, “new resource”, and “new engine” for innovation. After years of deliberation, the 5th Congress of the 18th Central Committee held in China in 2015 clearly advocated the “implementation of the national big data strategy”. In order to deal with the issues of the big data era, the government is required to cooperate with enterprises, universities, and scientific research institutions. And universities are undoubtedly participants and promoters of this wave of big data. There are also “work problems” confusion in the field of domestic education big data, but universities have unique conditions for studying big data, and the research and application of big data in education management have broad prospects.

Big data education management is a new stage in the development of university education management, and everything in the past is a prelude. According to big data, universities can use smarter methods to stimulate and generate new wisdom. There is a fundamental difference between the use of big data in the education management of school graduates and big data in the business field. The big data of the university will eventually find a special relationship. Using big data, cloud computing, the Internet of Things, and other technologies to optimize the structure of school operation elements and improve management is an important tool and foundation for universities to improve school operation efficiency and promote the transformation of higher education institutions. Nowadays, there are few research results on the integration of big data and university
2. Methods of Optimizing the Education System

2.1. Conception of “Artificial Intelligence + Education”

2.1.1. Changes in the Connotation of Higher Education.

The changes brought about by various technologies of artificial intelligence to the connotation of higher education will be described in detail from the following aspects: the purpose of the university, the reform of the education system, and the change of teacher training and student training.

First of all, with regard to the purpose of university education, that is, what kind of people to train, opinions vary from person to person. We must know that the future education in the artificial intelligence environment is to naturally lead to peer review perspectives aimed at finding the best publishing location for the submitted papers [8]. The above-mentioned documents provide an explanation of big data artificial intelligence and related technology introduction. And the use of this technology is also very good, but it is still a bit flawed because it does not make good use of the experimental area to verify its own conclusions.

The innovation of this article lies in the research and analysis of the intelligent education curriculum system in colleges and universities from the perspective of data analysis. Through the improvement of the big data data analysis clustering algorithm, the data analysis ability of the algorithm is greatly improved, and it is effectively applied to new teaching methods, which solves the current problem of insufficient teaching informatization. The experimental analysis part creatively uses three different data sets to verify the performance of the algorithm and conducts research and analysis on it in the analysis part to ensure the stable operation of the later big data analysis capabilities.
the classroom. The purpose of education is to cultivate a sound personality, innovative thinking, a global outlook, and a new generation of talents with a sense of social responsibility. Regarding such a purpose, AI may not form an opposition but provide services and support to us. Therefore, the positioning must be correct. Under the background of artificial intelligence, the Bayesian model is strengthened. The bayesian prediction model is a kind of prediction using Bayesian statistics. Yess statistics is different from general statistical methods. It not only uses model information and data information but also makes full use of prior information. Through the method of empirical analysis, the prediction results of the Bayesian prediction model and the ordinary regression prediction model are compared, so that course evaluation can be obtained, the learning style of students can be inferred, and the accuracy of data prediction can be improved [10].

An intelligent decision support system is a decision system that combines artificial intelligence and education proposed by American scholars. It is mainly composed of a database, model library, method library, and intelligent components. Its structural composition is shown in Figure 1.

At present, the intelligent decision support system has become the direction of the development of the decision support system DSS, and it has strong development potential and prospects in the application of online education. For example, the Intelligent Decision Support System (IDSS) is widely used in digital databases. The system provides decision-makers with data, information, and background information needed for decision-making, clarifies decision-making goals, and determines problems. This helps to establish or change the decision-making model and provide a variety of options, evaluations, and selection of various options to prepare. Through the interactive function of humans and computers (Multitouch, Gesture Sensing, Voice Recognition, Visual Tracking, and Other Interactive Functions), it provides the support needed for analysis, comparison, judgment, and correct and effective decision-making, adapting to the times to improve teacher training, and supporting teachers before service and teachers in service. Teachers should continue to learn, learn the use of artificial intelligence equipment, and apply it to the actual teaching process to help improve the quality of education and grow by themselves, reform the role of teachers, change the methods of education and evaluation, and learn to cooperate [11], using AI to integrate the role of professional dignity and professional role as a teacher to meet the educational requirements of the AI era [12]. The professional development model of future teachers in the "AI" era is shown in Figure 2.

2.1.2. The Formation Process of "Smart Education". In 2008, the then President of IBM promoted the concept of an intelligent platform for the first time in his report "Smart Planet: Next Generation Leadership Agenda" [13]. With the strong support of a new generation of information technology, almost everything on the Earth can be identified, connected to each other, and made intelligent [14].

The concept of "smart Earth" continues to penetrate into society, resulting in many new concepts such as smart medical care, smart elderly care, smart transportation, and smart cities [15]. In September 2009, Dubuque in the Midwestern United States and IBM jointly announced the construction of the first "smart city" in the United States. With the widespread use of smart devices, smart education has emerged. At the same time, IBM promotes five main ways of smart education: students' technological immersion; individualized and diverse learning paths; service-oriented economic knowledge and skills; the global integration of systems, culture, and resources; and the role of education in the 21st-century economy [16]. The research framework of smart education is shown in Figure 3.

Intelligent education is a new educational concept. In order to realize this concept, information technology needs to be used to build an intelligent learning environment (technical innovation: mainly through technology such as big data, data mining technology, clustering algorithm, neural network learning, etc.). In an intelligent environment, it is necessary to construct intelligent education methods and intelligent evaluation (methods) to apply innovation (innovation mainly refers to educational innovations such as teaching models, teaching methods, and student learning methods.), promote learners to implement intelligent learning (practical innovation), and cultivate the ability to hide and intelligently develop potential. They must be good at learning, good at cooperation, good at communication, research, and judgment requiring excellent creativity, and good at solving complex problems [17]. In the new era, smart education is open to the public in the form of reversal teaching. Inverted teaching, as the name suggests, is to transform the traditional learning model of "teaching first and then learning" into "learning first and then teaching", and the main body of the classroom is transformed from teachers to students, creating a worksheet first, then watching some microvideos before leaving the class, and then conducting some targeted questions and answers. Therefore, due to ample classroom time, students can concentrate on exercises, projects, and discussions, and teachers can also concentrate on explaining the knowledge structure [18]. Therefore, only by answering the object's question and solving the question, the reverse innovation of the education process can be implemented.

As shown in Figure 4, when most interviewees are studying professional courses, courses related to artificial intelligence are mainly concentrated in science and engineering, while liberal arts majors are relatively few or not [19]. Liberal arts majors should embrace technological development through dialogue with advanced science and technology (such as artificial intelligence) on the basis of preserving tradition.

2.2. Cluster Analysis under Big Data. In cluster analysis, how to define the similarity between samples is very important and determines the performance of the clustering algorithm to a large extent. The similarity between samples is generally expressed by a distance function (or similarity function).
Distance is not only the distance in space but also the gap caused by time, state, semantics, and density. So far, there is no distance function that can be applied to all clustering tasks. Different similarity measures should be designed in different clustering problems [20]. Here, we give two samples:

\[ W_i = (w_{i1}, w_{i2}, \ldots, w_{iD})^T, \]
\[ W_j = (w_{j1}, w_{j2}, \ldots, w_{jD})^T. \]  

(1)

Based on these two samples, several common example functions are introduced.

2.2.1. Euclidean Distance. Euclidean distance is the most popular kind of distance measurement function, derived from the distance formula between two points in Euclidean space, which is defined as follows:

\[ X_{ij} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{D} (w_{ik} - w_{jk})^2}. \]  

(2)

It can also be represented by vector operations:
2.2.2. Harmanton Distance. The definition of Manhattan distance is as follows:

\[ X_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{X} |w_{ik} - w_{jk}|. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2.2.3. Chebyshev Distance. The Chebyshev distance is defined as follows:

\[ X_{ij} = \max_{k} |w_{ik} - w_{jk}|. \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

There is another form of expression for Chebyshev distance:

\[ X_{ij} = \lim_{p \to \infty} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{X} |w_{ik} - w_{jk}|^{p} \right)^{1/p}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

2.2.4. Minkowski Distance. Minkowski distance is a set of distance functions, which is defined as

\[ X_{ij} = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{X} |w_{ik} - w_{jk}|^{p} \right)^{1/p}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( p \) only represents one parameter. When \( p \) is equal to 1, the formula is the representation of the Harmantont distance; when \( p \) is equal to 2, the formula is a representation of Euclidean distance.

2.2.5. Mahalanobis Distance. The Mahalanobis distance was proposed by Indian statisticians and is defined as

\[ X_{ij} = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{X} (w_{ik} - w_{jk})^{T} S^{-1} (w_{ik} - w_{jk}) \right)^{1/2}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

2.2.6. Cosine Distance of Included Angle. The angle cosine is defined as
2.2.7. One-Time Sample Weighting Method. Boosting is a supervised technique that uses multiple weak learners to get one strong learner. Adaptive Boosting is the most popular method of boosting. It iteratively generates a distribution of data and uses it to train the next weak classifier. In each iteration, the samples that are difficult to divide (misclassified) get more weight, while the weights of the samples that are easy to divide are reduced. The new classifier pays more attention to those samples that have significant weight. When the algorithm stops, Adaboost combines all the weak classifiers in the iterative process to get a strong classifier.

The effectiveness of boosting technology has been proven theoretically and experimentally. It uses the sample information of the training data to iteratively update the weight of the sample. This also explains to a certain extent why the application of sample weight information to the ensemble clustering problem has not been studied yet. This chapter proposes a one-time sample weighting method to make up for this gap, and its purpose is to make those samples that are difficult to divide play a more important role in the process of ensemble clustering. This method uses the basic clustering results to construct a co-joining matrix and assigns higher weights to difficult-to-divide samples at one time. The difference with boosting is that the method in this chapter is one-off while boosting is an iterative process. The specific details are described below.

First, the co-join matrix $A$ is constructed by collecting the basic clustering result set $C$ as follows:

$$A_{ij} = \frac{V_{ij}}{R} \quad (10)$$

Among them, $V_{ij}$ is the number of times that samples $W_i$ and $W_j$ appear in the same cluster. $R$ is the total number of clustering results. Then, we divide the uncertainty of the samples $W_i$ and $W_j$ according to the definition as

$$\text{confusion}(w_i, w_j) = A_{ij}(1 - A_{ij}). \quad (11)$$

Next, we use the indicator confusion to define the weight of each sample:

$$\omega_i = \frac{4}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{confusion}(w_i, w_j). \quad (12)$$

In order to avoid the instability caused by the weight being 0, we added a smoothing term:

$$\omega_i = \frac{\omega_i + e}{1 + e}. \quad (13)$$

where $e$ represents a small positive number. This is similar to the idea of the boosting algorithm, which assigns larger weights to samples that are difficult to cluster; conversely, it assigns smaller weights to samples that are easy to cluster.

2.2.8. Sample-Weighted Graph Division. The sample-weighted clustering algorithm is to find a better single clustering result, and we aim to find a more effective consistent clustering result. In order to achieve this goal, we first calculate the corresponding weighted class center for each cluster in the base cluster:

Base cluster:

$$C^r \quad (r = 1, 2, \ldots, R). \quad (14)$$

We calculate the weighted class center as shown in formula (15):

$$m_i^r = \frac{\sum_{w_i \in C^r} \omega_i w_i}{\sum_{w_i \in C^r} \omega_i}. \quad (15)$$

At the same time, we use an exponential function to measure the similarity of the sample to the center of the weighted class:

$$X(w_i, m_i^r) = \exp\left(-\frac{\|w_i - m_i^r\|^2}{t}\right). \quad (16)$$

Among them, $t > 0$ is a parameter. Then, the probability that the sample $W_i$ belongs to the cluster is given by

$$P(C_i^r | w_i) = \frac{X(w_i, m_i^r)}{\sum_{l=1}^{K} X(w_i, m_l^r)}. \quad (17)$$

Now, we can define the posterior probability vector of the sample in the base cluster as

$$P_i^r = \left(P(C_1^r | w_i), P(C_2^r | w_i), \ldots, P(C_K^r | w_i)\right). \quad (18)$$

This process uses raw data and integrated clustering information. Based on the new expression of samples in base clustering, we use cosine similarity to define the similarity of two samples $x_i$ and $x_j$:

$$S_{ij}^r = \frac{P_i^r (P_j^r)^T}{\|P_i^r\| \|P_j^r\|}. \quad (19)$$

$T$ represents the transpose of a matrix or vector. For $R$ basis clusters, $R$ similarity matrices can be generated. We merge all the similarity matrices and get a final similarity matrix $S$:

$$S = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} S^r. \quad (20)$$

The weight of the edge $E_{ij}$ connecting nodes $V_i$ and $V_j$ is defined as follows:
The similarity matrix $S$ can be rewritten as

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & B^T \\ B & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \tag{22}$$

$n \times n_c$ matrix $B$ is defined as

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} P^1_1 & P^2_1 & \ldots & P^R_1 \\ P^1_2 & P^2_2 & \ldots & P^R_2 \\ \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \\ P^1_n & P^2_n & \ldots & P^R_n \end{bmatrix}. \tag{23}$$

The graph segmentation algorithm can be used to segment the resulting mixed graph, where the division of samples is the final clustering result.

2.3. Artificial Intelligence. Recently, artificial intelligence has risen again in 2006 due to the success of deep learning algorithms. According to the strength of artificial intelligence, it can be divided into three categories: weak artificial intelligence, strong artificial intelligence, and super artificial intelligence. Weak artificial intelligence refers to artificial intelligence that is only good at a certain aspect, mainly human explicit intelligence. The current research on artificial intelligence is concentrated on this type. Strong artificial intelligence is a human-level artificial intelligence that can be compared with humans, possessing and demonstrating explicit wisdom. Super artificial intelligence is the intelligence that leads humans, and the degree of intelligence can cover almost all fields. Figure 5 shows the development history of artificial intelligence.

In the education field, in addition to assisting teachers in teaching work through traditional image, speech recognition, and semantic analysis technologies, artificial intelligence has its unique applications and promising prospects. The most representative ones are intelligent knowledge graph analysis and virtual learning assistants. The teaching object is often expressed as a chaotic collection, and there are obvious differences between each sample. Intelligent map analysis can independently extract the characteristics of the knowledge map of the sample, as well as the objective existence and subjective initiative characteristics of the sample knowledge map, formulate the most reasonable teaching content, and plan the most effective learning path for each sample. The intended learning assistant not only reduces the workload of teachers in teaching activities but also realizes "1 to 1" assisted learning and guidance. The biggest difference between virtual learning assistants and traditional computer-assisted teaching is that virtual learning assistants can adjust its own relevant parameters through the feedback information of the teaching object and improve the ability of assisted learning.

Some scholars divide artificial intelligence into four application forms: intelligent tutor system, automated evaluation system, educational game, and educational robot. Combining the above classification of application forms, based on the integration mode of artificial intelligence technology and education and the support form of technology in the framework of instructional design, the application form of artificial intelligence in education is divided into two forms of subjectivity and auxiliary form, such as shown in Figure 6.

The subjective application form refers to the integration of artificial intelligence technology into the traditional teaching subject and object in the role of the teaching subject, such as educational robots and intelligent teaching systems, which mainly assume the roles of tutors, students, assistants, and learning companions; auxiliary application form refers to the integration of artificial intelligence into teaching content, teaching environment, and teaching evaluation or transformation into teaching media tools, which affect the teaching system, and assume the role of teaching aids, learning tools, resources, and scenarios.

Although the application of artificial intelligence technology in education is at the beginning stage, artificial intelligence technology is the most revolutionary technology at this stage. Technology is a tool of education and teaching, and it is also a revolutionary factor that subverts education and teaching. But not all technological revolutions will completely change education, only some revolutionary technologies will have such an impact. With the maturity of artificial intelligence technology, the learning ability of machines is getting stronger and stronger, and its application in the field of education will become more and more in-depth. Humanity’s long-standing educational philosophy will be realized on the basis of artificial intelligence-based big data, cloud computing, deep learning, and adaptive technology.

The cornerstone of artificial intelligence’s rapid and prosperous development again is cloud computing, new algorithms, and big data. Only the comprehensive application of revolutionary technologies will have an impact on the teaching system. Therefore, this article will explore the paradigm shift of instructional design in the context of the era of comprehensive technical support such as artificial intelligence technology.
intelligence, cloud computing, big data, learning analysis, and machine learning.

3. Simulation Data and Experiments

3.1. Experimental Results of Algorithm Simulation Data. The experiment uses three simulation data sets One, Two, and Three, which contain 3, 4, and 5 circular clusters, respectively. The center point and radius are shown in Tables 1–3. The method of generating each data cluster set is basically based on the center point and the radius.

Three data sets One, Two, and Three are randomly generated according to the table simulation. One is divided into 3 clusters, containing 300, 100, and 200 pieces of data, respectively. Two is divided into 4 clusters, containing 400, 100, 300, and 200 pieces of data, respectively. Three is divided into 5 clusters, containing 80, 40, 150, 80, and 120 pieces of data, respectively. We can see from the observations of the above three data sets that the data of the first two data sets are basically round, but the third one is different. The state of his data set is elliptical. To this end, we calculate the accuracy of his method and the sum of squares of internal errors for each data set, and the calculated values are shown in Table 4.

It can be seen from the above table that the accuracy of the TR-KMC method and the ID-KMC method in the One, Two, and Three datasets is not much different. However, in contrast, the latter clustering effect is more obvious, and it can better analyze the memory of intelligent education data in colleges and universities.

3.2. Personalized Service Teaching Experiment Based on Big Data

3.2.1. Personalized Learning Module Based on Big Data Mining, Analysis, and Aggregation. There should be identity authentication and unique student number to achieve lifelong learning tracking. In the personalized teaching mode, students first need to register and establish each individual’s own dynamic teaching electronic file. Future education is supported by Internet education, using a new system on the basis of big data to certify personal qualifications, starting from a unique student number, and accompanying individuals for life. The dynamic electronic file records personal basic information, learning experience, educational level, and other necessary information. This basic information is a basic guarantee for the realization of personal lifelong learning.
3.2.2. Use the Scale to Conduct Personalized Tests and Character Characteristics Analysis. When the learner’s learning characteristics match the learning environment, a benign interaction will be realized and the best learning effect will be produced. For this reason, before starting personalized learning, it is necessary to understand the individual characteristics and individual differences of each learner. Before implementing personalized and comprehensive teaching, it is necessary to consider the learner’s previous experience, learning motivation, metacognitive ability, learning style, and learner’s personality characteristics. Internet education can be used for the occupational personality test, occupational personality test, psychological test, and ability test.

3.2.3. Establish Electronic Files for Dynamic Learning. Construct an electronic file of student growth with the main contents of students’ quality literacy, study foundation, study habits, academic achievement, physical and mental health, learning difficulties, task goals, etc. Accumulate and improve learner information big data, build a comprehensive learning electronic file with learner personality analysis as the main content, and change the static evaluation and single evaluation in traditional education into multiple evaluation and dynamic evaluation.

3.2.4. Using Big Data Mining Technology to Realize the Aggregation and Generation of Personalized Information. Under the vision of Internet thinking, learning pays more attention to providing personalized learning support services. This personalized learning support service is based on big data mining. The core link of personalized learning services in the context of Internet education is data. The use of big data to achieve personalized learning includes data collection, data generation, data mining, data analysis, data aggregation, and other data recycling. For example, a batch of data can be collected through the learner’s dynamic learning of the learning trajectory, learning difficulties, and learning habits in the electronic file; and on the basis of data collection, generation, and mining, a database based on the learning object is generated, which includes all the important information of the learning object. Teachers can extract and analyze information in any dimension according to the database of the learning object and then use statistical analysis software for statistical analysis. It can also build a model of the learning object and realize personalized content recommendation based on the basic information of the learning task and the learning object, and the system automatically generates a dynamic learning path map based on the learner.

4. Data Analysis Ability and Teaching Improvement Analysis

4.1. Model Analysis Based on BIC Criteria. In the case of clustering, there are many cluster variables that can be selected, and the method of selecting cluster variables is called model selection. The benchmarks generally used in the selection model are as follows: AIC standard, BIC standard, and HQ standard. This chapter adopts BIC guidelines. Figure 7 shows a specific BIC curve, including the number of variables, that is, the number of models and clusters.

By observing Figure 7 we can see the following. (1) As the number of clusters increases monotonously, and there is no obvious peak phenomenon. Explaining that on this issue, the BIC standard is a cluster. (2) When the number of clusters is greater than 4, BIC will increase more steadily. In other words, the increase in the number of clusters has no great impact on the interpretation of the model. This cluster should be close to 4, but this method cannot get an accurate value.

At the same time, in the calculation process of the predicted strength, the training set and the test set are randomly divided, so some accidental factors may have a great influence on the calculation result of the predicted strength. In order to reduce the influence of accidental factors, this paper adopts an improved method for calculating the intensity of prediction. The specific method is as follows. First, the data set is randomly divided into several equal parts, and the equal parts are obtained, respectively, and then the test set is executed. Finally, the average value is obtained as the predicted strength under this number of clusters. Figure 8 shows the predicted intensity change curve under various variable numbers and cluster numbers.

4.2. Simulation Experiment Based on Clustering Analysis Algorithm. In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the clustering analysis algorithm, simulation experiments are used to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm.

4.2.1. Simulation Experiment Data Set. The first simulation experiment is based on an unbalanced data set for testing: the simulation sample set is composed of two two-dimensional Gaussian random distribution sample sets. The class centers of the two types are (5, 5) and (10, 10), respectively. The number of samples in the first type is 300, and the covariance matrix is taken as \([6 0; 0 6]\). The number of samples in the second type is 50. The covariance matrix is taken as \([1 0; 0 1]\). The distribution of the samples is shown in Figure 9.

In actual calculations, particle swarm optimization calculations tend to fall into local optimal solutions, resulting in poor clustering effects. The FCM algorithm is used to cluster the data, and the geometric average of various precisions is selected as the comparison standard to examine the effectiveness of each algorithm. The test results based on simulation data sets 1 and 2 are shown in Table 5.

When PCM is tested based on an unbalanced data set, it is very easy to fall into consistency, making the test result tend to 0, resulting in invalid test results.

The results of simulation experiment 1 and simulation experiment 2 show that the sample size of the data set has an impact on the algorithm clustering results. The test results based on balanced data are better than unbalanced data sets, which shows that the sample size interferes with the performance of the algorithm. Moreover, in the test of
unbalanced data sets, there are almost no errors in the test results of the positive class (small sample class) and the clustering error. Basically, they come from the negative class. This reflects that fuzzy cluster classification judgments tend to be positive, which is the opposite of supervised classification which tends to negative classes. It also shows that for balanced and unbalanced data sets, supervised classification and fuzzy clustering are two independent research problems.

According to the results of two simulation experiments, it can be explained that, compared with PCM, EPCM is not only effective for balanced data sets but also can maintain good classification performance for unbalanced data sets. In contrast, because PCM does not contain sample size information, it only performs well for balanced data but performs very poorly for unbalanced data sets.

4.3. The Degree of Education Informatization and Teaching Development in Colleges and Universities. As a special form of education, ideological and political education in colleges
and universities, with the help of big data, its informatization level has been significantly improved. The most obvious is that the construction of smart campuses boosted by big data provides an important support and platform for the informatization of ideological and political education in colleges and universities. Smart campuses have demonstrated significant advantages in providing fast, massive, multisource heterogeneous information. However, the domestic emphasis on this aspect is still far from enough. This article selects a mature foreign university teaching system based on big data to compare and analyze with a current domestic university. The statistical data is shown in Figure 10.

From the figure, we can see that foreign countries pay more attention to related informatization. The use of artificial intelligence equipment in colleges and universities is very common, and the degree of informatization is far away from the domestic teaching model, and the quality of teaching is also higher than that in China. It is mainly through the use of big data, statistical analysis of school data

![Figure 9: The spatial distribution of the two types of samples corresponding to the two simulation experiments.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering model</th>
<th>Average value of various precisions</th>
<th>Clustering model</th>
<th>Average value of various precisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPCM (%)$m=2$</td>
<td>95.38</td>
<td>EPCM (%)$m=2$</td>
<td>99.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPCM (%)$m=3$</td>
<td>93.11</td>
<td>EPCM (%)$m=3$</td>
<td>99.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM (%)$m=2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>PCM (%)$m=2$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM (%)$m=3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>PCM (%)$m=3$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Simulation test results of two data sets.
through big data. Statistics about students’ habits and other related elements and feedback to teachers will help teachers teach symptomatically according to students’ conditions and improve the problems they encounter in the learning process.

5. Conclusions

The main research content of this paper is the improvement of the intelligent education curriculum system of colleges and universities by artificial intelligence equipment under the background of big data. Through the research and analysis of the data analysis and clustering algorithm of big data, the data processing ability under the new teaching mode is improved, and the application of artificial intelligence equipment is discussed on the improvement of the memory of the teaching system. At the same time, we design experiments to investigate and analyze the improved data analysis clustering algorithm, and the final results are as follows: in the teaching process, the improved data analysis clustering algorithm has increased the data analysis ability by 37%, and the teaching quality score of colleges and universities has increased by about 1 point under the action of big data, which effectively improves the degree of informatization of colleges and universities and at the same time improved the quality of teaching.
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